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Testimonials

Moms love Finesse for:

• Full control of Speed and Suction
• Quietness for discretion while pumping
• Safety for their precious milk
... and More!

“Great pump! So quiet... Wish it was around 8 years ago when
I bought my 1st (very loud) pump!” ~ Alexis, mom of 3
“I loved this breast pump. It takes getting to know your
body and your pump but has the potential to be incredibly
efficient... I really love that you can throw batteries in it
and toss it in your car for quick pumping. I love that it's
so quiet. I also have a [competitve pump]. I prefer this
pump over it and will continue using this one.”
~ Nissa, mom of 1

“I love the size of the pump and closed system...
I do like that it is so customizable for your comfort.”
~ Jenny, mom of 2
When compared with other pumps I've found that
this one allowed me to express more milk from
my breasts with little to no effort. Other pumps
that I've used have not been as effortless.
~ Melissa, mom of 2

“I absolutely love the customization that I can achieve with it. The customization allowed me to pump more [milk] quicker
than I have with my [competitve pump] and to achieve multiple let-downs in a single session vs. [competitive pump].
I love how easy it is to clean and not having to worry about condensation getting into the tubing.”
~ Conni, mom of 2

“I felt that I got more milk quicker with this pump”
~ Laura, mom of 2

“Once I worked out what settings I needed
to get a letdown it worked great!”
~ Jennifer, mom of 2

“I really liked this pump. Worked great and super quiet. I like that it's
light weight and fairly small so it was easy to tote back and forth from work.”
~ Melissa, mom of 1
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